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ABSTRACT: Multiple exciton generation (MEG) in semiconducting quantum
dots is a process that produces multiple charge-carrier pairs from a single
excitation. MEG is a possible route to bypass the Shockley-Queisser limit in singlejunction solar cells but it remains challenging to harvest charge-carrier pairs
generated by MEG in working photovoltaic devices. Initial yields of additional
carrier pairs may be reduced due to ultrafast intraband relaxation processes that
compete with MEG at early times. Quantum dots of materials that display reduced
carrier cooling rates (e.g., PbTe) are therefore promising candidates to increase
the impact of MEG in photovoltaic devices. Here we demonstrate PbTe quantum
dot-based solar cells, which produce extractable charge carrier pairs with an
external quantum eﬃciency above 120%, and we estimate an internal quantum
eﬃciency exceeding 150%. Resolving the charge carrier kinetics on the ultrafast
time scale with pump−probe transient absorption and pump−push−photocurrent
measurements, we identify a delayed cooling eﬀect above the threshold energy for
MEG.
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the signature of multiple excitons in spectroscopic measurements of MEG yields.11,16,17 In a device, charge carrier
separation must outcompete this decay process. While this
competition will be highly sensitive to the interparticle charge
transfer rate, the competing Auger rate has been found not to
depend systematically on the choice of material within the PbS,
PbSe, and PbTe series.13,18 On the other hand, the early time
yield of MEG has been found to increase from PbS to PbSe to
PbTe.13,14,19 One reason for this may be the decreased
frequency of the longitudinal optical (LO) phonons20−22 that
participate in the cooling process, leading to reduced carrier
cooling rates.
Despite the prospect of utilizing MEG in PbTe QD-based
solar cells, it has proved challenging to achieve working
photovoltaic devices based on these particles, presumably due
to the high susceptibility of PbTe to oxidation.23,24 Here, we
present a solar cell based on PbTe QDs and show that charges
produced by MEG can be eﬃciently harvested with external
quantum eﬃciencies exceeding 120%. Furthermore, employing

harge-carrier multiplication processes where an initial hot
exciton is converted into multiple electron−hole pairs are
considered promising mechanisms in photovoltaic devices to
bypass eﬃciency losses due to thermalization of carriers
generated by above-bandgap photons.1−3 While carrier multiplication in inorganic bulk semiconductors is ineﬃcient and
only signiﬁcant at very high photon energies (e.g., hν > 4Eg in
silicon),4 the same process is signiﬁcantly ampliﬁed in
semiconducting quantum dots (QDs) where the process is
termed multiple exciton generation (MEG).5 It is believed that
this phenomenon is due to the quantum conﬁnement in QDs
that provides a strong coulomb matrix element for the
generation of multiple excitons from a hot single exciton and
valence band electrons.6−8 Furthermore, the restricted spatial
extent of the crystal weakens the requirement for crystal
momentum conservation, thereby reducing the photon energy
that is necessary to drive MEG.9,10
In a simple picture, the early time yield of multiple-exciton
states is determined by a competition between the MEG
process and rapid cooling of the photogenerated state.11−14
The multiple-exciton state may then decay by an Auger process,
which in lead chalcogenide QDs is found to occur on 20−200
ps time scales,15,16 and it is this process that is typically used as
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Figure 1. (a) Cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy image illustrating the device architecture. (b) Current−voltage charactersitics of solar
cells fabricated from PbTe QDs (Eg = 0.95 eV) under AM1.5G conditions (solid line) and in the dark (dashed line). The inset shows the common
photovoltaic parameters. (c) The corresponding EQE of solar cells displaying quantum eﬃciencies greater than 100% at high photon energies. The
band energy alignment across the metal oxide QD heterojunction as determined by absorbance spectroscopy and UPS is shown as an inset.

Figure 2. (a) IQE of devices consisting of PbTe QDs (Eg = 0.95 eV). IQEExp(hν) and IQEModel(hν) were determined using reﬂectance
measurements and optical modeling respectively (see experimental details). (b) Experimentally determined reﬂectance (red curve) and modeled
absorbed light fraction (gray curve).

eﬃciency (EQE)) shows a maximum value of 122 ± 4% at high
photon energies (ca. 3.3 eV) that provides clear evidence for
the extraction of charge carriers generated by MEG.28 The drop
in quantum eﬃciency at energies greater than 3.5 eV is due to
parasitic absorption by ZnO. Integration of the EQE over the
AM1.5G solar spectrum results in a calculated short-circuit
current that is ca. 3% larger than the value obtained from whitelight measurements (see Supporting Information S5). This
small discrepancy arises from a slight intensity dependence of
the quantum eﬃciency (see Supporting Information S6 and
S7).
To study the eﬃciency of exciton dissociation and charge
carrier extraction, we consider the absorbance-corrected
quantum eﬃciency (i.e., the internal quantum eﬃciency
(IQE)). Measuring the spectrally resolved reﬂected light
fraction, R(hν) using calibrated germanium and silicon
photodiodes (see Supporting Information S8)28 allows the
calculation of IQEExp(hν) following the expression IQEExp(hν)
= (EQE(hν))/(1 − R(hν)). In a second independent approach,
we determine the absorbed light fraction A through an optical
transfer matrix model (see Supporting Information S9)29,30 and
calculate the IQEModel(hν) according the equation IQEModel(hν)
= ((EQE(hν))/(A(hν)). Figure 2a presents the IQE curves
from the two methods, which both show peak values above
150% at high photon energies. Note that we consider the
determined IQEExp(hν) as the lower bound for the IQE as the
measured R(hν) neglects parasitic absorbance and diﬀuse light
scattering.28 In the low-energy region, we note a signiﬁcant

ultrafast transient absorption and two-pulse ultrafast photocurrent spectroscopy we conﬁrm delayed intraband relaxation
of hot carriers at early times and estimate the threshold energy
necessary to extract charge carriers generated by MEG.
Lead telluride QDs with a band gap of 0.95 eV were
synthesized following methods reported previously25 (see
Methods). Narrow size distributions comparable with published literature values were conﬁrmed by absorbance spectroscopy (UV/vis) and transmission electron microscopy
(TEM; see Supporting Information S1).25−27 The valence
band edge of the QDs was determined by ultraviolet
photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) to be −4.7 ± 0.1 eV (see
Supporting Information S2). Adding the optical band gap
measured by absorption spectroscopy gives an estimate of the
conduction band edge energy of −3.8 ± 0.1 eV.
Solar cells were fabricated by depositing a dense array of
PbTe CQDs on sol−gel processed ZnO ﬁlms. The CQDs were
applied following a layer-by-layer spin-coating approach where
the native ligand oleic acid (OA) is replaced by the short
organic molecule 3-mercaptopropionic acid (MPA). Further
fabrication details are provided in Methods. Current−voltage
characteristics and photovoltaic performance of optimized
photovoltaic devices are shown in Figure 1b. Using smallerbandgap QDs or changing the electron extraction layer from
ZnO to TiO2 reduced the solar cell performance (see
Supporting Information S3 and S4). In Figure 1c, the spectrally
resolved photocurrent under short-circuit conditions normalized by the incident photon ﬂux (i.e., external quantum
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PbS and PbSe QDs in solution and interpreted this ﬁnding with
a phonon scattering bottleneck at high-energy points in the
Brillouin zone (e.g., the Σ or Δ point).37 Speciﬁcally, the
authors argue that at these points the change in phonon wave
vector as a function of carrier energy for each LO phonon
emission event is maximal. It follows that in order to cool
charge carriers through these points the required number of
phonons per energy interval is also increased, leading to a
delayed carrier relaxation around this point in the energy
manifold. Furthermore, the material dependence of this eﬀect
in PbS and PbSe QDs has been explained by the smaller LO
phonon frequency in PbSe20,21 which requires more phonon
emission events for a given amount of energy, leading to a
decrease in cooling rate. Because in PbTe QDs the trend of a
decreasing LO phonon frequency is continued,22 we suggest
that an even slower hot carrier cooling rate than in PbS and
PbSe QDs reduces the competition with MEG and is therefore
likely to contribute to a more eﬃcient generation of multi
excitons in PbTe QDs, consistent with spectroscopic measurements of initial MEG yields and with the device data presented
here.
To obtain further information about cooling dynamics and
MEG threshold behavior in devices, we implement an ultrafast
pump−push photocurrent spectroscopy measurement. First,
carriers are generated with an above-bandgap excitation “pump”
pulse (1.9−2.6 eV). Then, after a controlled delay we
impulsively increase the energy of the photoinduced charge
carriers using a ca. 0.6 eV photon-energy “push” pulse. The
eﬀect of the additional energy provided by the push pulse to the
charge carriers is observed through the lock-in detected
increase in device photocurrent.38 Keeping the push photon
energy constant (ca. 0.6 eV), we use a variety of diﬀerent pump
photon energies (1.9−2.6 eV) and investigate the eﬃciency and
kinetics of the MEG process by changing the time delay
between the arriving pump and push pulses.
Figure 4c shows the increased photocurrent due to the push
as a function of pump−push pulse delay. At negative delays, the
IR push leads to minimal photocurrent (<20 pA) due to the
resonant excitation into tail states of the QD absorption and
activation of long-lived charge carriers39 (see Supporting
Information S1 and S11). We note that the contribution of
potential two-photon excitation from the push pulse was
minimized by limiting the push intensity.39 At time zero, where
pump and push pulse overlap, we ﬁnd signiﬁcant photocurrent
contribution for pump energies of 2.6 and 2.3 eV, but only a
small increase in extractable charge carriers for lower pump
energies. The additional photocurrent response for high pump
energies decays with increasing delay between pump and push
pulses on a time scale of ∼900 ± 200 fs (see Supporting
Information S12). We attribute this push-induced photocurrent
response to additional carriers generated via MEG. The
additional photocurrent response appears at total (pump +
push) energies above 2.8 ± 0.1 eV. This is consistent with an
MEG threshold at around 2.9Eg, corresponding to the energy at
which the IQE exceeds 100% (see Figure 2a). While the state
produced by pump−push excitation is not necessarily the same
as that produced by single-photon excitation,13,40,41 the total
(pump + push) energy provides a robust upper limit for the
MEG threshold. Furthermore, we note that the kinetics
observed in the pump−push experiment represent the cooling
dynamics of the intermediate state formed by the pump only. It
is interesting that these kinetics are considerably faster than the
above-threshold dynamics observed in transient absorption

decrease in the IQE slightly above the QD bandgap, as has been
seen in many other QD-based solar cells.28,31−34
Comparing the quantum yield of solar cells based on PbSe
and PbTe QDs of comparable size reveals a signiﬁcant increase
in the latter system (ca. 90%28 and >150% in PbSe and PbTe
QDs respectively). A similar material-dependent trend in initial
MEG yield has been observed in spectroscopic experiments
conducted on PbS, PbSe, and PbTe QDs in dispersion.13,14,17,19
These reports suggest that at comparable conﬁnement energies
the material-dependence of the quantum yield arises predominantly from ultrafast energy loss processes, which compete
with the initial MEG process. Indeed, there is clear
spectroscopic evidence of material-dependent cooling rates
for near-band-edge states with relative cooling rates of 7.4:2.9:1
for PbS, PbSe, and PbTe QDs, respectively.13 Carrier cooling in
lead chalcogenides is mainly mediated by a polar coupling to
LO phonon modes.17 As the LO phonon frequency decreases
in heavier lead chalcogenides,20−22 it can become smaller than
the transition energy between individual quantum-conﬁned
electronic states. As a result the carrier cooling process is likely
to require slow multiphonon instead of fast single-phonon
mechanisms, which reduces the carrier cooling rate.35 However,
the photogenerated states relevant to MEG are at much higher
energies, and, considering the more continuum-like density of
states higher up in the energy manifold,36 it remains unclear if
these near-band-edge kinetics are relevant for the “hot regime”
(see Figure 3). We therefore study the intraband relaxation

Figure 3. Schematic of the relaxation pathways of a photoexcited, hot
single exciton.

kinetics of these “hot” carriers employing ultrafast pump−probe
transient absorption spectroscopy where we excite a ﬁlm of
PbTe QDs (Eg = 0.93 eV) at 3.1 eV and probe with a white
light pulse in the energy range between 1.9 and 3.1 eV (see
Figure 4a).
Interestingly, we ﬁnd a prominent bleaching feature (positive
ΔT/T) in the transient absorption spectrum at 2.8 eV, which
we assign to a ground-state bleach (GSB) arising from state
ﬁlling eﬀects. This signal decays on a time scale of tens of
picoseconds in a nonexponential manner, while maintaining its
spectral shape. There is also evidence of a buildup of this signal
at times below 1 ps. We note that this GSB is not present when
a pump excitation of 1.8 eV is chosen (i.e., energies which are
lower than the GSB signal; see Supporting Information S10)
and ﬁnd that the decay is ﬂuence-dependent, showing slower
decay dynamics at higher ﬂuences (see Figure 4b). The
observed behavior is diﬀerent from the rapid spectral shift to
lower energies that might be expected for conventional carrier
cooling, and suggests a “bottleneck” in cooling high in the
density of states. Geiregat et al. reported a similar behavior in
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Figure 4. (a) Pump−probe transient absorption experiment where a ﬁlm of PbTe QDs (Eg = 0.93 eV) is excited with a pump pulse of 3.11 eV (30
μJ/cm2) and 1.80 eV (60 μJ/cm2, green dashed line). The transient absorption was probed with a time-tunable white-light pulse. The full raw
spectrum after an excitation at 1.80 eV can be found in the Supporting Information S11. (b) Kinetic traces for PbTe QD ﬁlms, which were excited at
3.11 eV. To increase the signal-to-noise ratio, we integrated the signal between 2.96 and 2.40 eV. The black line indicates an excitation ﬂuence of 30
μJ/cm2 and the red line a ﬂuence of 530 μJ/cm2. (c) Photocurrent response as a function of time delay between pump and push pulse. The ﬂuence
of the pump excitation was adjusted to produce 5 nA for each excitation energy. The transients were corrected for the response at negative delay
times. Lines are guide-to-the-eye exponential ﬁts convolved with the 100 fs Gaussian response function of the setup. (d) Illustration of the pump−
push photocurrent experiment in a schematic band diagram.

Methods. PbTe Quantum Dot Synthesis. PbTe QDs were
synthesized following a modiﬁed version of previously reported
methods.25 All chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich if
not stated otherwise and were anhydrous if available. Brieﬂy,
1.138 g Pb(OAc)2·3H2O (3 mmol), 1.4 mL oleic acid (OA; 38
mmol; 1.25 g) and 20 mL squalane (4.41 mmol; 16.2 g) were
combined and degassed at 90 °C under vacuum (10−2 mbar or
better) for 2 h. Subsequently the reaction ﬂask was ﬂushed with
nitrogen and heated to either 180 °C (for a QD bandgap, Eg, of
0.75 eV) or 160 °C (Eg = 0.95 eV). A solution of 31.9 mg
tellurium (4 mmol) in 4.0 mL tri-n-octylphosphine (TOP; 9
mmol; 3.32 g) was rapidly injected into the lead precursor
solution. The reaction was quenched after 5 min (Eg = 0.78 eV)
or 30 s (Eg = 0.95 eV) by adding 20 mL of ice cold n-hexane
and by placing the reaction ﬂask in an ice-water bath. QDs were
isolated from the reaction mixture by ﬂocculating to turbidity
using a 1-buthanol/ethanol/hexane solvent system.
Quantum Dot Analysis. Absorption spectra of QD solutions
were measured by dispersing the PbTe QDs in tetrachloroethylene (TCE) at a concentration of ca. 1 mg/mL and using a
PerkinElmer Lambda 9 UV−vis-IR spectrometer. Film
absorption spectra were measured by depositing PbTe QDs
on Spectrosil quartz substrates in the same fashion as described
in Photovoltaic Device Fabrication, with a similar encapsulation
technique. Optical bandgap was determined as reported
elsewhere.42 Transmission electron microscopy samples were

measurements described in Figure 4a,b. This is consistent with
the phonon-scattering bottleneck model discussed above. We
therefore argue that direct excitation at energies above the
bottleneck leads to slow cooling and eﬃcient MEG, whereas in
the pump−push measurements presented here the pump
produces a state below the bottleneck energy, which cools
rapidly, and eﬃcient MEG only takes place when the push
pulse takes the system above the bottleneck (see Figure 4d).
In conclusion we have successfully implemented PbTe QDs
as the photoactive layer in working solar cells and demonstrate
external quantum eﬃciencies exceeding 120%, thereby proving
unambiguously an eﬃcient photocurrent contribution from
MEG. Furthermore, we identify a high-energy ground-state
bleach signal that indicates a delayed intraband cooling process
of the initial hot single exciton. As this mechanism is believed to
directly compete with MEG at early times we argue that the
time for converting single excitons into multiple charge carrier
pairs is extended. We measure the MEG threshold energy hνth
under operating solar cell conditions using ultrafast pump−
push photocurrent spectroscopy. The MEG onset energy of
around 2.9Eg can be considered as a robust upper limit for the
MEG threshold in PbTe QD-based solar cells. Together with a
calculated IQE of more than 150% at around 3.3Eg, this
demonstrates the potential of QD solar cells to recover
signiﬁcant above-bandgap energy that would normally be lost
to thermalization.
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et al.46,47 Brieﬂy, we used a ring of six white Lumiled LUXEON
V LXHL-NWE7 LEDs as tunable white light source that light
intensity was tunable through adjustments of the LED current.
In order to distinguish between the monochromatic probe
beam and the white background illumination, the monochromatic light was chopped employing a Thorlabs MC 2000
mechanical chopper with the modulated current recorded using
a Femto LIA-MVD- 200 lock-in ampliﬁer in conjunction with a
Stanford Research SR 570 current preampliﬁer. White-light bias
intensity was calibrated using a reference cell and comparing its
current to the current under the AM1.5G solar simulator
mentioned above. The background light was varied between 0
and 0.3 suns. The intensity of the chopped incident
monochromatic light was monitored in parallel using a beam
splitter, reference photodiode, and a separate lock-in ampliﬁer.
Ellipsometry. The individual samples (ZnO, PbTe ﬁlm, and
MoOx) were prepared on silicon substrates as described in
Photovoltaic Device Fabrication. ITO was measured on glass as
received from Psiotec. Values for the refractive index n and the
extinction coeﬃcient k of silver have been taken from ref 48.
The test samples were measured on a Woollam Vase VB-400
ellipsometry in reﬂection mode (ITO in transmission mode)
using monochromatic light from a xenon lamp guided through
a monochromator. The data for the quantum dot samples was
ﬁtted using a combination of a Cauchy and a Gaussian model.
The ITO data was ﬁtted with a combination of a Drude and a
Lorentz oscillator and the MoOx was ﬁtted with a Lorentz
oscillator.
Determination of the IQE. The IQE was determined via two
independent methods. For the IQEExp(hν) the absorbed light
fraction R was recorded by measuring the reﬂectivity of a device
at almost normal incidence using a set of photodiodes. A 100 W
tungsten lamp was used in the spectral region from 500 to 1500
nm and we employed a 120 W xenon lamp between 350 and
500 nm. For photodiodes between 800 and 1500 nm a set of
Ge detectors (ThorLabs SM05PD6A) and for wavelengths
between 350 and 350 nm a set of silicon diodes (ThorLabs
SM05PD1A) were employed. The respective diode calibration
curves are shown in the Supporting Information S8. The
IQEExp(hν) was calculated following the equation IIQEExp(hν)
= ((EQE(hν))/(1 − R(hν))) . The IQEModel(hν) was calculated
via transfer matrix approach where the reﬂectance was modeled
according published literature procedures.29,30 The required
values for the refractive index n and the extinction coeﬃcient k
have been determined via ellipsometry (see above and
Supporting Information S9). The ﬁeld proﬁle, exciton
generation proﬁle, and generated current from the wavelength
dependent complex indices of refraction in the device are
determined assuming the light source to be located in air (n =
1) and the ﬁrst layer (glass) to be thick compared to all other
layers. It follows that incoherent reﬂection at the air/glass
interface is taken into account that enabled an accurate
description of the coherent interference of the remaining layers.
Film thicknesses were determined using cross-sectional TEM
(see Figure 1a in the main text) and ellipsometry.
Transient Absorption Spectroscopy. A pump pulse
generates photoexcitations in the ﬁlm and their dynamics are
studied at some later time using a broadband probe pulse. For
the pump pulse, a portion of the output of a Ti:sapphire
ampliﬁer system (Spectra-Physics Solstice) operating at 1 kHz
was used to pump an in-house-built noncollinear optical
parametric ampliﬁer (NOPA), to generate (40 nm fwhm)
pulses centered at 630 nm. For experiments with a pump

prepared by drop casting ca. 1 mg/mL QD solutions in TCE
on a TEM Grid (200 Mesh Cu, Agar Scientiﬁc) in a nitrogenﬁlled glovebox. TEM images without elemental mapping (see
Supporting Information S1) were taken on a FEI Philips Tecnai
20 TEM at an electron acceleration of 200 keV in bright-ﬁeld
mode. For imaging the cross section of operational devices with
TEM, a cross-sectional lamellar specimen was fabricated
employing a FEI Helios dual beam FEG SEM/FIB microscope,
ﬁtted with an Omniprobe micromanipulator for in situ lift-out.
The thinning step of the lamellar specimen was performed with
decreasing beam current to reduce sample damage and to
improve the sputtering of the protective Pt layer. The crosssectional specimen was analyzed through high-angle annular
dark-ﬁeld scanning transmission electron microscopy
(HAADF-STEM), using a Fischione detector. Both HAADFSTEM and HR TEM images were acquired on a FEI Tecnai
Osiris TEM/STEM, operated at 200 kV. For ultraviolet
photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) measurements, 3 nm
chromium and 80 nm of gold was evaporated on precleaned
silicon substrates and the QD ﬁlm was deposited in a layer-bylayer fashion as described above. The samples were transferred
into an ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) chamber (ESCALAB 250Xi)
with minimal exposure to ambient conditions. Measurements
were performed using a double-diﬀerentially pumped He gas
discharge lamp emitting He I radiation (hν = 21.2 eV) with a
pass energy of 2 eV.
Photovoltaic Device Fabrication. Solar cells were prepared
on ITO-patterned glass substrates cleaned in an ultrasonic bath
with ethanol, acetone, and isopropanol successively. TiO2
compact layers were deposited on top of the ITO layer using
atomic layer deposition (ALD) from titanium tetrachloride
(TiCl4) and H2O precursors at 200 °C.43 Subsequently, the
substrates were annealed at 350 °C for 30 min under inert
atmosphere. PbTe QDs were deposited following a sequential
layer-by-layer spin-coating technique in a nitrogen-ﬁlled
glovebox (<1 ppm of O2 and H2O).44 The QDs were dispersed
in octane at 25 mg/mL and 3-mercaptopropionic acid (MPA;
20 mmol in acetonitrile) was used as ligand. The samples were
transferred into a thermal evaporator and MoOx (7 nm) and Ag
(80 nm) were deposited through a shadow mask at 3 × 10−6
mbar or better. The solar cells were encapsulated by attaching a
glass slide on top of the contacts using transparent epoxy glue.
For external quantum eﬃciency (EQE) measurements without
background illumination, a 100 W tungsten halogen lamp
(1500−500 nm) and a 120 W xenon lamp (500−350 nm)
dispersed through a monochromator was used as the light
source and a Keithley 2635 source measure unit (SMU) was
employed to measure the short-circuit current at various
wavelengths. For wavelengths between 1500 and 800 nm, a set
of Ge detectors (ThorLabs SM05PD6A) was employed, and
for wavelengths between 900 and 350 nm a set of silicon diodes
(ThorLabs SM05PD1A) was used. The incident light was
focused to a spot size of ca. 1 mm2 using a set of lenses to
illuminate the individual pixel of size 5.5 mm2. The irregularity
in the spectrum around 1.5 eV shown in Figure 1c arises from
diﬀerent UV exposure times leading to a diﬀerent photoconductivity in the ZnO.45 Current−voltage characteristics
were measured under AM 1.5G conditions using an Abet Sun
2000 solar simulator at an intensity equivalent to 100 mW cm−2
after correcting for spectral mismatch. Both the dark and light
current−voltage characteristics were measured using the
Keithley 2635 SMU. EQE measurements under various
background illumination followed previous work of Brenner
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excitation at 400 nm, the Ti:sapphire output was directed
through a barium borate crystal (BBO) for second harmonic
generation. For the broad band probe pulse, another portion of
the NOPA output was directed through a sapphire crystal. The
probe was delayed using a mechanical delay stage (Newport)
and every second pump pulse was omitted using a mechanical
chopper. Data acquisition at 1 kHz was enabled by a custombuilt board from Stresing Entwicklunsbüro. The diﬀerential
transmission (ΔT/T) was calculated after accumulating and
averaging 500 “pump on” and “pump oﬀ” events for each data
point.
Pump−Push−Photocurrent Spectroscopy. The output of a
regenerative 1 kHz Ti:sapphire ampliﬁer system (Coherent,
Legend Elite Duo, 800 nm, 40 fs pulse duration, 7 mJ per
pulse) was split into two parts. One part was used to pump a
broadband noncollinear optical ampliﬁer (Clark) to generate
visible pump pulses (100 fs pulse duration, 1.8 eV photon
energy). Another part was used to generate mid-IR probe/push
pulses by pumping a two-stage home-built optical parametric
ampliﬁer (100 fs pulse duration, 0.5 eV photon energy).
In the pump−push photocurrent experiments, all devices
were measured at short-circuit conditions. Pump pulses (in the
order of 10 nJ) and ∼1 μJ push pulses were focused onto an
∼0.5 mm2 spot on the device. The reference photocurrent
induced in the studied device by the pump was detected at the
laser repetition frequency of 1 kHz by a lock-in ampliﬁer. The
pump power was adjusted to keep the reference current equal
to 5 nA. The push beam was mechanically modulated at ∼380
Hz, and its eﬀect on the photocurrent was detected by a lock-in
ampliﬁer locked to the chopper frequency. The polarization of
the pump beam was set by an achromatic half-wave plate and
thin-ﬁlm polarizer (1:200 extinction) to 54° (magic angle) with
respect to the polarization of the push beam.
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